Good afternoon Commanders/Directors,

BLUF: The attached memo addresses termination of Authorized Departure for Individuals at Higher Risk from COVID-19, effective 7 May 2020.

DoD eligible family members (EFMs) and civilian employees who did not have travel orders approved prior to 7 May 2020 may no longer avail themselves of the opportunity to depart.

DOS has extended the Global AD until 11 Jun 20, for those currently at safe havens under the Global AD, or who remain eligible to depart to safe havens. This extension applies to DoD EFMs and civilian employees in these circumstances.

Civilians and their EFMs can contact 86 FSS/CPO Allowances Team at 86fss.civ-allowances@us.af.mil for additional information.

Service Members and their EFMs can contact 786 FSS MPF Assignments Team at 786FSS.dpmar@us.af.mil for additional information.

For questions related to TDY benefits contact 86CPTS.COVID.FINANCEENTITLEMENTS@us.af.mil

Natosha

V/r,

Lt Col Reed
Good morning Commanders/Directors,

The attached Global Authorized Departure policy (Tab 1) allows civilian employees and their eligible family members (EFMs) and service member EFMs who are at a higher risk for severe illness due to COVID-19 to depart from any foreign area. All government funded travel during the DoD stop movement requires an approved Exception to Policy (ETP) signed by the first GO/SES in the employees chain of command. Employees/dependents must also complete the Authorized Departure Self-Certification Memo (Tab 2) and the Verification of COVID-19 Medical Risk (Tab 3) before travel under “authorized departure” can commence. All attached supporting documents can be downloaded from the CPO website.

Civilian employee benefits include travel and transportation allowances for both employee and dependents, as well as subsistence/per diem. Regular pay and overseas allowances continue during the departure/evacuation; however, Post Allowance would terminate as of COB on the day of departure from OCONUS. Employees must provide a copy of approved DTS orders and AF IMT 937 for dependent travel to Civilian Personnel Allowances team as soon as practicable. These allowances do not apply to locally hired civilians – only those civilians on a Service Agreement.

Civilians and their EFMs can contact 86 FSS/CPO Allowances Team at 86fss.civ-allowances@us.af.mil for additional information.

Service Members and their EFMs can contact 786 FSS MPF Assignments Team at 786FSS.dpmar@us.af.mil for additional information.

For questions related to TDY benefits contact 86CPTS.COVID.FINANCEENTITLEMENTS@us.af.mil

V/r,

NATOSHA L. REED, Lt Col, USAF
Commander, 86th Force Support Squadron
Ramstein AB, Germany
DSN: 314-480-7174
Commercial: +49(0)6371-47-7174
https://www.86fss.com/
#thefunsquadron
MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
COMMANDERS OF THE COMBATANT COMMANDS
DIRECTORS OF DEFENSE AGENCIES
DIRECTORS OF DOD FIELD ACTIVITIES

SUBJECT: Authorized Departure for Individuals at Higher Risk from COVID-19 – Termination of Departure Authority

The Department of State (DOS) has terminated departure authority under the previously approved Authorized Departure for Individuals at Higher Risk from COVID-19 (Global AD), effective May 7, 2020.

Under the memorandum issued by my office on March 20, 2020 (attached), DoD Eligible Family Members (EFMs) and civilian employees who determined they were at higher risk of a poor health outcome if exposed to COVID-19 or who requested departure based on a commensurate justification in foreign areas — as well as a civilian employee and/or other EFMs who may have needed to accompany them — were authorized to depart, provided that they also had obtained a waiver from applicable DoD travel restrictions.

DoD EFMs and civilian employees who did not have travel orders approved prior to May 7, 2020, may no longer avail themselves of the opportunity to depart.

DOS has extended the Global AD until June 11, 2020, for those currently at safe havens under the Global AD, or who remain eligible to depart to safe havens. This extension applies to DoD EFMs and civilian employees in these circumstances.

The DoD point of contact is Ms. Ann Lee, Office of the Executive Director, who may be reached at ann.y.lee6.civ@mail.mil or (703) 693-3002.

Attachment:
As stated

Matthew P. Donovan
cc:
Chief Management Officer of the Department of Defense
Under Secretary of Defense for Policy,
   Chief Operating Officer
Deputy Chief of Staff G1, U.S. Army
Chief of Naval Personnel
Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel,
   U.S. Air Force
Deputy Commandant for Manpower
   and Reserve Affairs, U.S. Marine Corps
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
   for Military Personnel Policy
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
   for Civilian Personnel Policy
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
   for Military Community & Family Policy
Director for Manpower and Personnel,
   Joint Chiefs of Staff J-1
Director for Manpower and Personnel,
   European Command J-1
Headquarters, Department of the Army Personnel
   and Education-Mobilization Operations
Defense Intelligence Agency, DXS-4B
Defense Travel Management Office
MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
COMMANDERS OF THE COMBATANT COMMANDS
DIRECTORS OF DEFENSE AGENCIES
DIRECTORS OF DOD FIELD ACTIVITIES

SUBJECT: Authorized Departure — Individuals at Higher Risk from COVID-19

The Department of State (DOS) has approved an Authorized Departure from any diplomatic or consular post for eligible family members (EFMs), including DoD EFMs, and civilian personnel — to include a civilian employee and/or other EFMs who may need to accompany them — who have determined they are at higher risk of a poor outcome if exposed to COVID-19 or who have requested departure based on a commensurate justification in foreign areas, effective March 14, 2020. DOS employees must consult confidentially with DOS’ Medical Evaluation Division before they make this determination.

DoD EFMs and civilian employees who have determined they are at higher risk of a poor health outcome if exposed to COVID-19 or who have requested departure based on a commensurate justification in foreign areas — as well as a civilian employee and/or other EFMs who may need to accompany them — are authorized to depart their current duty station. DoD civilian employees occupying emergency positions who wish to depart their duty station must consult with their supervisor. The designated safe-haven for departing DoD EFMs is the United States. The designated safe-haven for departing DoD civilian employees is Arlington, Virginia.

Authorized departures are only permitted when appropriate transportation and reception procedures are in place, consistent with the travel restrictions issued by the Secretary of Defense on March 11, 2020. Organizations must establish pre- and post-travel screening and reception procedures for all travelers, to include providing Service members or DoD civilian employees information regarding prescribed actions for themselves and their EFMs given their particular circumstances.

The Authorized Departure will remain in effect until terminated by DOS.

All travel arrangements must be made in accordance with the JTR. DoD EFMs of Service members will be processed for safe-haven allowances in accordance with the Joint Travel Regulations (JTR), Chapter 6 (Evacuation Travel), paragraph 0602. DoD civilian employees and their EFMs will be processed for allowances in accordance with the JTR, Chapter 6, paragraph 0604.

The DoD point of contact is Ms. Ann Lee, Office of the Executive Director, who may be reached at ann.y.lee6.civ@mail.mil or (703) 693-3002.

Alexis Lasselle Ross
Performing the Duties of the Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness

UNCLASSIFIED
cc:
Chief Management Officer
Under Secretary of Defense for Policy,
Chief Operating Officer
Deputy Chief of Staff G1, U.S. Army
Chief of Naval Personnel
Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel,
U.S. Air Force
Deputy Commandant for Manpower
and Reserve Affairs, U.S. Marine Corps
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Military Personnel Policy
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Civilian Personnel Policy
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Military Community & Family Policy
Director for Manpower and Personnel,
Joint Chiefs of Staff J-1
Director for Manpower and Personnel,
European Command J-1
Headquarters, Department of the Army Personnel
and Education-Mobilization Operations
Defense Intelligence Agency, DXS-4B
Defense Travel Management Office